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Letter from the Editor

To t he recipients of 'hmirr.ist Scfwfarsli.ip !RevieW:
The ship has gone to Red Alert. There's a dangerous anomaly showing up on the view
screen (a quantum filament? a cosmic string?). The call goes out on the Captain's
communicator, "Science Officer to the Bridge?" Who shows up?

If you're watching Star Trek (no matter whether it's Old Generation or Next Generation). a
totally emotionless male is the one who appears, either a Vulcan, whose entire way of life
eschews emotion, or a man-like machine who is, as he often tells us, "incapable of feeling
emotion." If you're watching the Star Trek spin-off, Deep Space Nine, the one who
appears on the Bridge is a woman--in this lifetime, at least. though she's had several
lifetimes and is affectionately called "old man· by the Captain because of his association
with her In a former lifetime-- who possesses a genderless soul and who has reached a
level of Zen-like enlightenment in which emotion appears in her as little more than
occasional, mild bemusemen!. These are the images we have of the theoreticians who
inhabit the highest levels of scientific understanding.
There are always the scientific practitioners. of course. These are the Chief Engineers on
these space vessels--Scotty, Geordi and O'Brien, respectively--who are sometimes
irascible, always men "in the ranks". They'd be lying on their backs underneath the
kitchen sink shouting for the plpewrench if they existed in the twentieth century. The
practitioners also take the form of doctors--Bones, Crusher and Bashir (do these names
sound particularly violent or is It just me?)--who are a highly emotional lot, all dedicated to
saving the single human life, no matter what the cost to the ship as a whole. "Highly
illogical," as Speck, the Vulcan Science Officer, would say. And they are, often ludicrously
so.
So, assuming that these polished, popular sci-fi images tell us something important about
what present day society thinks of science and the people who practice it, where does all
this leave women in the sciences? As practitioners, not theoreticians, I'd say. As
nurturing doctors and not engineers. And, certainly, If woman's image as the "emotional"
half of the human equation Is as strong and persistent as we all know it is, It leaves
women out of a profession that is seen as requiring logic so intense and highly honed that
it is even beyond all human capability (witness: the Vulcan, the Machine, the genderless,
Zen -like alien).
Do these space age images reflect the true nature of women's role in the sciences? And,
perhaps, equally as important, what are we doing right here on Earth to change Images
that might limit women's role in this crucial area of human endeavor? This issue of Em3,
details .some of the resources which explore these questions. Read on-·this Issue may
even take you "where no man has gone before."

--Deborah Rose O'Neal

Women's Center: Reviewed Sources
Scientific American 269:94 Nov. '93

It is significant that, in the midst of the proliferation of journals entitled "Women and.. ." just
about every profession on Earth, I could not find a journal, or even a single issue of a
general journal, devoted to women in the sciences. It is also significant that, when I finally
located a single article on the status of women in the sciences, I opened this scientific
journal to a full page ad which featured a beautiful blond woman in a black velvet dress
with a side seam cut up to the hip.
Nevertheless, I moved forward into "A lab of Her Own" in Scientific American, Nov. '93.
The article, written by Marguerite Halloway, a~ writer for the journal (that's the good
news), is summarized in this way: "After decades of sincere, earnest effort to engage
women in science, the profession resists their admission into its informal clubs and
networks more completely than does almost any other. The reasons range from sexism
and the traditions of mentoring to the expectations that teachers and other adults harbor
for girls and boys in the earliest years of school." (which, of course, is the bad news).
In all this, though, there is hope, and Halloway's article is, I think, a hopeful article.
Inspiring anecdotes of active scientists out in the field, scientists who just happen to be
women, begin the article and support the idea that "the fight that women wage so that
they and their daughters can practice science remains unfinished "(italics mine). This
particular phrasing reveals an optimism without which women might not persevere in this
inhospitable profession.
Much of "A lab of Her Own" is devoted to data which indicate degrees of success In the
field : doctorates awarded, PhD's employed, salary levels of those employed. I fou nd the
most informative part of the piece to be the short biographical sketches (eighteen
modern, eighteen historical) which frame the teKI. The historical bios range from Hypatia
(c.370·415) who was murdered by a group of monks for her renowned expertise in
mathematics and philosophy, to Rachel Carson, whose death from cancer may not be
unrelated to her study of pesticides. The modern bios highlight living women who are
oceanographers, astronomers, neuroscientists. mathematicians and more.
The article, as are all Scientific American articles, was complete, thorough and
intelligently written. I'm delighted that the journal saw fit to explore the subject. The
article is worth readi~g for its wealth of information alone.

···Deborah Rose O'Neal

Women's Center: Reviewed Sources
Mothers of Invention
By Eth!ie Ann Vare and Greg Ptacek. New York, 1987
O.K. Here's the quiz. If you get both answers rght, you don't have to read the book.
(Though you might want to, anyhow--it's a great one I)

1. Who invented the cotton gin? (Hint: it's not Eli Whitney, no matter what your sixth grade
history book said.)
2. Who was the first to conceive of the complex structure of the DNA molecule? (Hint: it's
neither Watson nor Crick. It's not even Wilkins who was the third member of the group
that received the Nobel Prize for this discovery).
According to the authors of Mothers of Invention, the inventor of the cotton gin was "Mrs.
Catherine unlelield Greene, a Georgia belle who, unlike her Massachusetts-born house
guest [now this is where Eli comes in) was quite familiar with the cotton boll." It is clear
that Mrs. Greene allowed or maybe even requested that Eli Whitney build the machine
that she had conceived of. She shared the production with him, though her name is lost
to history. The story of Rosalind Franklin, the d1scoverer of DNA, is much more tragic.
Watson and Crick, the men who are common ly thought of as the discoverers of DNA. stole
Franklin's ideas and then would not even allow her into their discussions of her findings .
The dishonest process was started by Maurice Wilkins, Franklin's supervisor and an
eventual winner of the Nobel Prize along with Watson and Crick, who was affronted by
her femaleness while astounded by her discoveries. He reconciled this conflict by
stealing her work, handing it over to his colleagues, Watson and Crick, and then letting
the world believe that these two men had conceived the notion of their own.
There's a lot n this book to make you proud. And a lot to make you angry.
Mothers of lnyentjon, written by two former editors of~ magazine, is comprised of
dozens of easy to read, one-to-two page biographies of women inventors. Among the
nearly one dozen sections in this book is a section on women in healing professions who
have invented everything from penicillin to the Apgar Score, women in nuclear research,
as well as women who have made inventions for everyday life such as Melitta Bentz (drip
coffee), Marion Donovan (disposable diapers}, Martine Kempf (the voice-controlled
wheelchair) and clever Margaret Knight who, though best known for inventing the flatbottomed paper bag, invented at the age of twelve a stop-motion device which prevented
serious accidents in textile factories . The story is that Mattie witnessed such an accident
in a factory where she had come to apply for work and invented the device on the spot.
I recommend this book for easy, interesting and informative reading. The bo::~uty of the
book is that, although much scholarship has gone into its writing, the result is accessible
to all readers of almost any age. It will surely change some of your understandings and
assumptions of the way the modern world has been constructed, and. by the way, since

it's that time of year, I should say that it's one of my mother's favorite Mother's Day gifts
that I've given her. I don't know which she likes better- the title. or the fact that the book is
dedicated by the authors "to our mothers.. .from two of their more dubious inventions·.
This book is serious. surprising and charming-·a "good read".

·--Deborah Rose O'Neal

Women's Center: Reviewed Sources

Living Laboratories: Women and Reproductive Technologies (1992)
Robyn Bowland

Robyn Rowland's Liying Laboratories: Women and Reproductive Technologies takes
a close look at the intervention of reproductive and genetic engineering In today's
Western societies. Highly charged with emotional and ethical issues, this book
examines the values of medical science and its resulting relationship to women and to
political policy. Rowland's view is firm and dear, arguing forcibly against the
proponents of unqualified technological control in patriarchal societies.
This book brings to light several common yet hushed practices in the world of
reproductive technologies, practices that consciously harm or exploit unsuspecting
patients. For example, it is noted that financial incentives encourage doctors to carry
out caesarean section deliveries unnecessarily, and that it is common to falsely portray
failed technologies (e.g. in vitro fertilization) by discussing only 'success rates' rather
than 'failure rates' when 92 percent of clients go home without a child. Commenting
on our masculine-dominated society's hold on women, Rowland reveals that
legislation excluding lesbian and single mothers from reproductive technologies
reflects "men's anxiety that women may take childbearing out of the
heterosexual/family structure; a structure which has institutionalized women's
economic dependence towards men (physically, sexually and emotionally.)" (251)
The author also points out the hidden grasp society has on the existence of women's
so-called 'biological clocks' and 'maternal instincts.' Thus arises the question: Is it so
unnatural for a woman to choose not to have children? Rowland argues: · women
must have the right not to reproduce and mother because the alternative would mean
that they are compelled to do so. Coerced motherhood is an assault on woman and
child." (277) The author persuasively states that the continued support of new
reproductive procedures ( IVF, surrogacy, genetic engineering) ensures the
subordination and cont rol of women by a male-dominated society.
Liyjng Laboratories critically explores the techniques and social repercussions of
modern reproductive technologies. The author provides numerous personal accounts,
as well as commentaries from professionals in the field, that add to the depth of her
discussion. Mhough this book takes a strong stance against these new technologies,
this perspective still allow s for an objective analysis by the reader. Robyn Rowland's
argument that new reproductive procedures do not enhance a woman's procreative
choice and freedom is masterfully presented.

---Jennifer Guy

later switching to a non science field.
Table 2.

Sloan Report Survey Results (Hewitt & Seymour)
Women
Why women choose science
Family pressure
Encouraged by high school teachers
Enjoyed/Excelled in high school
Early career choice

Men

52%

30%

24%
16%
8%

9%
48%
13%

50%
78%
25%
36%
7%
68%
32%
7%

24%
43%
30%
4 3%
24%
46%
2 4%
12%

Why women switched from science
Conceptual difficulties with SME

Loss of sen esteem
Poor teaching/unapproachable faculty
Overload and pace

Career goal
RejeCted SME lifestyle
More appealing career option
Competitive culture

Importantly, although 50% of women in the Sloan study cited "conceptual difficulties"
as a reason for switching, Hewitt and Seymour's analysis showed that "a more
significant factor in explaining women switchers was the discouragement and loss of
self-esteem they experienced from low grades in their freshmen and sophomore
years." Hewitt and Seymour found evidence that because they often felt less secure in
their own abilities, women were much more likely than men to feel demoralized by low
grades and may have a bearing on attrition. These include the lack of sufficient female
role models and mentors and "the 'old-boy network,' which draws promising male
students into research projects and mentored relationships with faculty." They also
noted that most of the women surveyed had no knowledge of programs intended to
help them overcome these difficulties.

What Trinity and other schools are doing
As a result of the awareness gained from studies such as Hewitt and Seymour's,
science facuky are beginning to develop ways to keep more students enrolled in
science and to assure equity for men and women. Trinity and a number of other
schools in the New England Consortium for Undergraduate Science Education
(NECUSE) are currently pursuing a number of initiatives designed to support women
science students. The seminal activity was an April 1993 Brown University meeting of
40 female students from NECUSE schools. This meeting featured talks by prominent
women scientists and discussions on topics ranging from assertiveness in the
classroom to starting Women in Science programs at their home institutions.
Jean Hoffman '95, one of the Trinity students who attended the Brown meeting
started the Women in Science and Engineering (WISE) program at Trinity in the Fall
1993. Relying entirely on volunteer effort, WISE has established a mentoring network
that pairs upper class science majors, both male and female, with first year students

who have indicated an interest in science. Mentors and mentees meet regularly to
discuss problems and talk about their various goals and interests. WISE has also
sponsored campus visits by Trinity alumnae. In December, WISE sponsored a lecture
by Trinity alumna Karen Fink Kupferberg, a '73 mathematics major who is now
chief financial officer of Digital Equipment Corporation. Ms. Kupferberg talked about
the importance of her mathematics education and her experiences as a woman in the
corporate world. Not surprisingly, many of the questions following her talk focused on
how she was able to balance her career and family obligations. More recently, W ISE
sponsored a panel discussion featuring five Trinity alumnae who have pursued
careers in sciences. WISE is also attempting to expand its alumnae support network
by compiling an "Alumnae Directory" that will present occupational profiles and contact
details. Although less than a year old, WISE's mentoring relationships and efforts to
inform the Trinity community about possible career and lifestyle paths for women
·
science majors already appears to have had a significant impact.
During the next year or so Trinity will be participating together with other NECUSE
schools in a project entitled :''Women and Science in NECUSE: Making a Difference."
In February 1994, a small group of Trinity faculty and WISE students attended a
workshop at Middlebury College. Sue Rosser, author of Female Friendly Science,
gave a talk about making science instruction more attractive to females, after which
several brainstorming sessions were held to address specific strategies that faculty
can employ to change the classroom climate. A summary of the recommendations
emerging from these sessions will be distributed to participating NECUSE schools.
The primary focus of this project will be a mid-fall working conference at Wellesley
College. The conference, which will be hosted by Wellesley's Center for Research on
Women, the source of much important research on women in science, will provide an
opportunity for the NECUSE institutions to share information about their efforts to
address women in science issues. Trinity will send four faculty and student
representatives to the Wellesley conference. In anticipation of the conference
Mathematics Professor Paula Russo, who will head the Trinity contingent, has
already begun planning activities aimed at raising awareness of women in science
issues at Trinity. In March the science chairs met with members of WISE, the Society
of Women Engineers (SWE) and other female science majors to discuss what the
students saw as some of the main issues and concerns here at Trinity. As a result of
this meeting the science chairs are pursuing a number of initiatives aimed at building
awareness of opportunities for women in the sciences at Trinity. These include (1)
helping WISE with its effort to provide incoming freshmen with information about the
sciences at Trinity; (2) helping WISE transform itself into a recognized student
organization; (3) Increasing access to Trinity's Interdisciplinary Science Program; and
(4) exploring ways to improve the orientation and advising of the first year students
interested in science.
Hopefully, these and related efforts at Trinity and other schools will lead to a climate in
which women feel as comfortable as men in pursuing careers in mathematics, science
and engineering.

Trinity College Library: Reviewed Sources
Science and Women: An Historical View
Were there women in science during antiquity or the Middle Ages? How successful have
women been in physics? ·Have there been any notable Polish or Irish female scientists?
These and similar questions can be researched using Marilyn Ogilvie's Women In
Science: Antiquity throuah the Nineteenth Centurv: A Bioaraphical Dictionarv with
Annotated Bibliography.
In Ancient Egypt women attended medical school with men or their own exclusively
female school. Hypatia, the best known woman scientist of antiquity, Jived in
eosmopolitan Alexandria. Medieval women participated in science-related activities in
nunneries and medical schools, especially those connected to universities. Women's
involvement in science during the sixteenth , seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries varied
greatly by country and was hindered by class bounds. As polit ical and educational
systems in both the United States and Europe underwent upheaval during the nineteenth
and early twenUeth centuries, the likelihood of women becoming involved in all areas of
science increased.
Marilyn Ogilvie is a professor in the history of science who has taken advantage of special
library collections and archives. She has organized her discoveries in this reference
book with a variety of access routes.
There are three main sections in Women in Science: an introductory essay which places
the biographical accounts in a historical context, individual biographical accounts of
women, and a classified, briefly annotated bibliography, which may be used in
conjunction with the biographical sketches or by itself as a research tool for locating
resources.
The individual biographical accounts include basic descriptive information: dates,
nationality, branch of science, positions held, etc., a discussion of the subject's science,
and assessment of her significance. Each account lists maj or or representative works by
subject and includes for further information items that are entire ly or in part concerned
with the subject. The biographical accounts also list t he subject's inclusion in one or more
of five reference works: Amerjcan Men of Science Dictionary of Amerjcan Biograohy,
Notable American Women, British Dictionary of National Biography, and Djctjonary of
Scientific Bjoaraphy. Trinity library owns a significant portion of the primary works, all the
reference books listed, and will gladly get copies of any other work cited through InterLibrary-Loan.
There is an appendix to the main biographical accounts of additional nineteenth century
women who merit further study but for whom current data is sparse. This appendix
presents a starting place where further research is needed.

There is also a list of the subjects of the biographical accounts which sorts out the names
by period, field and nationality for ease of access depending on your project.
The annotated bibliography of Women jn Science has been divided into seven sections
according to type of work and historical period. The sections are A. Bibliographic and
reference works, B. General histories with biographies on women and collection
biographies, and C-G divided by chronological period (antiquity, the Middle Ages,
fifteenth through seventeenth centuries, eighteenth century, nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries). These works can be used alone in research or as keyed to the
particular women with biographical accounts.
If you are having a difficult time finding information about Willamina Fleming or are
interested in knowing who were women scientists in the Middle Ages, Women jn Science
is an excellent first stop. You can find it in the Trinity library Reference section shelved
under Q 141 .034 1986. We are in debt to Ms. Ogilvie for her thirteen year effort.

---Unda McKinney
Reference Librarian

Gallows Hill Bookstore: Additional Sources

Great Women in Scien ce
Recent years have brought to the forefront the many scientific advances made by
women. Recognition is now being given to those women whose efforts have been
overlooked over the years.
Foremost among those whose accomplishments have gone unrecognized is Rosalind
Franklin. Working in Paris, this brilliant, Cambridge-educated physical chemist
developed new techniques in X-ray crystallography (a process enabling scientists to
view the chemical structure of molecules). In 1951, Franklin brought her skills to
King's College in London, joining a team of scientists in the new and exciting field of
DNA research. She began a series of X-ray studies that would lay the foundation for
the theories of James Watson and Francis Crick. Much controversy surrounds their
discoveries, as their access to Franklin's unpublished research was absolute and, until
1968, never publicly acknowledged. In 1962, Watson , Crick and Maurice Wilkins
received the Nobel Prize for their discovery. Their three Nobel Prize lectures contain a
total of 98 references, and not one of Franklin's papers is specifically mentioned.
Rosalind Franklin's contributions to DNA theory are fully examined in Rosalind
Franklin & DNA , by Anne Sayre, published In 1978 by W.W. Norton & Co.
One of the most famous and accomplished scientists of the 20th century is Barbara
McClintock. Winner of the 1983 Nobel Prize in Medicine and Physiology, McClintock
Is responsible not only for much that is considered classical genetic theory, but also for
what has just now come to be recognized as a fundamental and revolutionary concept
of gene functioning. Her principal research (for which she was awarded the Nobol
Prize) was the study of genes that shift their position, apparently in response to
external stimuli. In a time where most genetic research was done using Drosophila,
the fruit-fly, McClintock observed the changes in color patterns in kernels of Indian
corn and correlated these changes with changes in chromosome structure.
The story of this remarkable woman's life and career is told in A Feeling for the
Organism: The Life & Work of Barbara McClintock, by Evelyn Fox, published by W.H.
Freeman.
Published in 1962, Rachel Carson's Silent Spring spurred revolutionary changes in
government policy toward the environment and was instrumental in launching the
environmenlal movement that has made "ecology" a part of everyone's vocabulary.
Silent Spring deals with the poisoning of the Earth with man-made chemicals, and the
long term effects of such abuse.
Among modern women scientists, two have had successful careers in publishing, as
well. Diane Ackerman has published two books: A Natural History of the Senses and
Whale by Moonlight, both national best-sellers.

Perri Klass is a Harvard-trained pediatrician who has written books about how being a
woman and a mother affects her relationships with her patients and the medical
establishment. Her books include Other Women's Children, A Not Entirely Benign
Procedure, and Baby Doctor.
For an excellent overview of the role played by women in science throughout history,
take a look at Women of Science: Righting the Record, edited by G. Kass-Simon and
Patricia Farnes, published by Indiana University Press.

---Michael A. Smith
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The right not
to remain silent
fly Nan Levimon
Sex, Sin, and Blasphemy: A Guide to America's Censorship Wars. by Matjor'~ Heins.
Kew Yo.-k: The New PIUS. 1993. 210 pp..
S22.95 ha.-.:ico=.SI I .95 pope:.

Americms used to lilce the Fim A=dment.
Su~ sometimes we added a "but" 11 the end
of our deelatation of failh. but we bad a :cal
soft spet for the principle of speech free of
;.,terl'erenoe by those io power.~ f.'StOf our

rights, freedom or e~prcssion was almost =
eio.•il religioc. fundmlenW to how w: defined
ourselves as a. culture and ns individuals.
No longer. Now. with increasingly frequent
and creative.~"· it issaidthanl>o·F'ust

Amendnient- is.-nOt jUstloeonVer.ient but

dowmiglu wro:JS when applied to speech

"we" don't like. Q,..,. the past dce>de. free
cxp<ession has been :«:a1t as one of =~Y
oom.peting rigbts--<:ivil rigbu. comme."Ciaa
rigius. the riglu to un:uflled fealhe:s-wlul

dete.~ ,..;w "ill be to!e:aled in its name

b:s bec:oa>e Ame:ia's defmint eontOVersy.

E:uer l>!zljo~ Heins. focmdins direelor of

Wanda Ct~:, printmaktr and ":'ew Woman," in a 19:1$
por1t11h by Hal Phyfe. Htr prints an nprodute!l, ,.;lh
revuling lenersandjoornalentries, in a newstudy b) Audur
Winun; ~!'rma Steinberg r.-iews it, p.24.
* lcdy Chica~o·s latest multimedia wont ruses diswtbing
questioN about h o - d whether-to represent aenoeidc in
a.rt: Carol Zemel loob a.t Holocaust PrtJju:t: Fmm Darb11u fnrn
Ughl.p.6.
~ Asian American writets a,-,d critics are breaking Ott of the
eon,'Cntlot>S of Western cultur.tl ttaditions to creote a literuy

=~=~ \YOrld or their own: Ka:in Aguilar-San Juan reads lwo in·

~

novative studies of Asian ~riean writing by Sao-lina
Wens o.,d King-kok Ch-..ll!lg. p. l7.

-<> Utt(;/e Ton:'sCcbir. was only lhe most fo.mouuchieve·
n>e:u of Hcrrie1 Beeche=SlOW<, whose lena life as writer l:ld

a:tivist l-~s now been r:h!"Or~cled by Joan Hedrick: te: Harr'..:r Btcr:r.u Sro>c·e "places the fWl sweep of Stov.-e'slife l%ld
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:~ work willlin lht Amcri"" in which sbe lived.- llS Sandrt

bpreU finds.p.13.

and more...

the AC!..U's Arts CClSOr>bip Projec:ancl finn
believer !hat the F'llSI Amendmert meons
wh:u it SZ)'S-C''tn wben that means defending ..ut that is offensive. insultin~ outr:t-

geous. or just plain bad.- In Sa. Sin. ar.d
Bil:sphcmy. she draws on her eoruiderable
experience u a lawyer and advocate to survey
recent atucl<s on creative e<p!'e$slOn.
"Censorship happens.' Hcin$ writes.
..w~ver some pcop!e sueeccd in lmp0$lng
their political or mo:'Ol values on tlhe.'S by
suppressi.'>g words. images. or ideas t!ut they
find offensive.• But artistic expression has
been lllcke<l under the First Amendment
blanket since • 1948 Sup=e Court ruling.
and bad C!S!e. for bener or "'wse. 1ws never
bee.' a e:i:ne. Tole::o..--ce of "''ends o...S i:na&CS
..... fmd t:npahtab!:, Reins insis:s. is "a small
p<ice to pay fer. the libeny a:ld clive.-.ity llut
form the foun<i•~m of a free ~y."
Sbe finds no s.honage of dforu to censor.
si:o.ce mor.t1 indignation plays well wilh the
C~..lld lllf p.J
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We especia{{y need imagination in science.
It is not a{{ matliematics, nor a{{ fogic,
but it is somewliat beauty and poetry. "
--Maria 9vfitc/ie{{
(diary, 1866)
('Beacon 'Book_ of Qy.otations 6y Women)

